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After initially being 
downgraded as 
worthless, perhaps even 
harmful, masks are now 
heavily promoted. There 
are even demands that 
the federal government 
step in to make mask-
wearing mandatory.

Nationwide. 

Bad idea. And I could marshal a number of 
arguments to make the case. Indeed, one 
really sticks out: when the CCP virus is no 
longer the fear, but a bad flu season strikes at 
an unsuspecting populace, will the masks be 
required then, too? What’s the threshold? How 
do we decide when to go into all-panic mode?

How much better it would be to argue for mask-
wearing as a matter of manners — consideration 
for others during pandemics or simply if ill — 
than as policeable government policy. 

And maybe we should look at it upside down. 
You know, like we can reflect on school 

closures in perpetuity as a possible blessing 
— because they encourage private and 
communal responses.

Maybe it is a downside up, but the current pro-
mask state mandates mean that governments 
cannot stop you from wearing masks when 
they don’t want you to wear masks.

All around the world, but especially in Britain, 
and increasingly in the United States, mass 
surveillance with face-recognition AI is turning 
free peoples into the subjects of Big Brother’s 
watchful gaze.

Frightening.

And the easiest way to throw a monkey wrench 
into face-recognition systems is to wear masks 
when we are out.

They can hardly stop us when they are requiring 
masks because of contagion fears. So even if 
the forces of totalitarian control fail to mandate 
masks nationally, take the “new normal” as an 
excuse to mess up their larger agenda.

Big Brother?

You may lose this one after all.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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